INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Let /=^a(n)e(nr) (e(x) = e 2 -) n€Z n>0 be a cusp Hecke eigenform of even integral weight k on the full modular group SL^(Z). We denote the space of all such forms of weight k by Sk and the space of all modular forms of weight k by Mk. Let M be an integer, 3 <, M < k-1, and \ be a Dirichlet character modulo r, x(-l) = (-l)^1.
The special values of symmetric squares of the cusp form / are defined by the following: is the kernel function for the special values of the symmetric square with respect to the Petersson scalar product (-, •) in the following sense:
{F(A,M,xU)=^,(M,x).
We construct a generating function from the modular forms F(k^ M, \) and their derivatives.
MAIN THEOREM. -Let M ^ 1 be a fixed natural number, \ be a fixed Dirichlet character modulo r, and t = (1 -^(-1))/2. We must say a few words about the Jacobi-Eisenstein series E^^(r^z) occuring in (3) . Almost all necessary facts concerning Jacobi forms one can find in [2] . Taking into account that our notations are slightly different from those given in this work, we shall briefly recall some definitions and propositions of this theory. Hereafter the letter H denotes the complex upper-half plane, C denotes the whole complex plane, the letter Z denotes the set of integers. For r G H and F € SL^{Z) we assume 7(r) = ---. The formulas
define the action of Jacobi group ^J (i.e. the semi direct product of SL^(Z) and (Z x Z)) in the space of holomorphic functions ^(r, z) of two variables (r € H, z € C). Let k and r be positive integers. A function <j) is referred to as Jacobi form of weight k and index r if it satisfies the following conditions:
(f) \k,r $0~? ^) = ^(^ ^) for every element ^ of r' 7 , (r, 2;) = y^ y^ c(n^m)e{nr-\-mz). n>o "^z -m2<4rn .
Denote as Jk,r the finite-dimensional linear space of Jacobi forms of weight k and index r. For an integer k > 2 and any integer 5 the Eisenstein series Ek,r,s in the space Jk,r is defined, as in [2] , p. 25, by the following: The Eisenstein series in (3) is now given bŷ (T,^) = (4^1/2 ^ X(^^(T,^).
s modr
The idea to construct generating functions connected with special values of L-iunctions associated with modular forms appeared in [9] . In this paper a generating function associated with the period polynomials of modular forms was constructed and this generating function was calculated in terms of Jacobi theta function. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of the Main Theorem. In section 3 we shall derive explicit formulas for the Fourier coefficients of the series E^(r^z) (cf. Theorem 2). In section 4 we shall use our Main Theorem and these formulas to prove the existence of a p-adic analytic function such that its special values coincide with those of the symmetric square of a p-ordinary cusp form (cf. Theorem 3). The main idea for this is to use the well-known p-adic interpolation properties of the special values of Dirichlet L-function. These special values appear in the formulas for Fourier coefficients of our Jacobi-Eisenstein series. We construct the p-adic analytic function in question as the non-Archimedean Mellin transform of a bounded Cp-valued measure. The existence of this measure is proved using the abstract Kummer congruences.
A similar result on p-adic interpolation of symmetric squares one can find in [5] . Our method to prove it differs from those of [5] : we use Jacobi forms instead of non-holomorphic modular forms.
The author is very grateful to A.A. Panchishkin for a lot of useful discussions.
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
To prove this theorem we must recall some facts concerning Jacobi forms and the Rankings method of calculating the symmetric square special values.
Differential operators acting in the space of modular forms.
For two smooth functions / and g, a natural number v and real positive fci and k^ Cohen [1] defined smooth functions F^^2 by the formulas F^(f a) = y (-ir-^ (^ n^^n^^) ^ .
It is known that if / and g are modular forms on some group H C SL^(Z), with weights fci and A;2, then F^^2 (/, g) is a modular form on H of weight ki + A;2 + 2^.
A function /^(r,^) of two variables was constructed in [1] for a real positive number £ and a smooth function /:
,) -y-WTW ;^o^^+W+ l/ ) ' Both these operators are tightly connected:
//•(^^(..^E^r^Tirfefc^^' 1 -^./')-
Rankings method for symmetric squares.
These operators can be used for the calculation of the symmetric square special values.
Let Tr^2 : Mfc(ro(4r 2 )) -> Mk be the trace operator as in [4] . 
Now we define the special value of symmetric square Df(M, \) when / is not necessary a cusp form by deleting the "addition member" S in (5) . Assuming this definition one can rewrite (5): -Let (f) E Jk,r be a Jacobi form. We denote by x y{ ( t ) )( r ) tne Taylor expansion coefficients of the function (f) on z:
is a modular form of weight k+y on SL^ (Z). In other words, one can define operators ^ : Jfc,r -^ Mk+y.
b) The following identities take place: E^i^-^E^)- 3 3 In other words, the operators ^ commute with the trace operator. d) One can construct the operators ^ using the Fourier coefficients c(n, m) of Jacobi form 0. If
Here one must take t equal to 0 or 1 to make the number k+t even.
Parts a), b) and d) of this proposition are contained in [2] , Theorem 3.2. To prove c) we consider firstly the case when k is even. Consider the space Mk^r of holomorphic functions (/) of two variables with the property . . 9 9 2 2k -1 9
9z maps an element 0 of Mk,r to an element L^ of Mfc+2,r. It is easy to see that
Part c) of the Proposition 2 in the case of even k follows immediately from these formulas. To prove it in the case when k is odd one must consider the function
It has the same Fourier coefficients as <^, the number k + 1 is even and it is enough to apply part a) to finish the proof.
2.4.
Let \ : Z/rZ -^ C be a Dirichlet character; t = 0 or 1, x(-l) = (-I)*. We denote by 0^ the theta-function associated with character \:
Then for a natural number k > 2
To prove this lemma we use the following assertion connected with the action of elements of ro(4r 2 ) on the function 0^. This lemma follows immediately from the modular properties of the function h-^ (cf. [8] ) and the following three propositions. 
PAVEL I. GUERZHOY
On the other side one can apply Lemma 2:
Lemma 1 is proved.
Proof of the Main Theorem.
It is enough to calculate the Taylor expansion coefficients of the Jacobi-Eisenstein series E^^. Taking into account Proposition 4 we have: We see from (7) that x^e^E^^r)) = ^^'ni^^TT^^^v.. 
Using assertion a) of Proposition 2 and (4) we get

CALCULATION OF THE JACOBI-EISENSTEIN SERIES FOURIER
In the simplest case of the Jacobi-Eisenstein series Ek,i of index one, these coefficients were calculated in [2] . To prove the p-adic interpolation theorem for symmetric squares of cusp forms we need some information about the Fourier coefficients e^ (n, m) of the Jacobi-Eisenstein series Remark. -One can prove that the summation over £ in (11) is finite also in the case when b < 2Z/, but we do not need this fact for our purposes.
The assertions a) and b) of Theorem 2 are contained in [2] and are almost evident. The proof of part c) is similar to the Fourier coefficients calculation in the case when the character ^ is trivial. This calculation is contained in [2] , Theorem 2.1. We will prove now the assertion d). One can rewrite the condition Q(A) = Omodj/ as: 
p-ADIC INTERPOLATION OF SYMMETRIC SQUARE SPECIAL VALUES
In this section we use the results of the two previous sections to construct the j?-adic interpolation of the symmetric squares special values of cusp forms. We fix an odd prime number p and an embedding ip : Q ->• Cp of the algebraic closure of the field of rational numbers Q into Tate's field. We shall make no difference between Q and it's image under ip and omit symbol ip in formulas. One can construct a Cp-analytical function on Xp = Homcontin(Z* C*) as a non-archimedean Mellin transform of some bounded p-adic measure ^ on Z*:
We identify the elements of the torsion subgroup of X^ C Xp with primitive Dirichlet characters modulo powers of p.
The symbol Xp will denote the natural embedding Z* -> C*, so that Xp C Xp and all integers k can be considered as the characters x^ : y ^ y^.
The existence of a special values p-adic interpolation of some zeta function is equivalent to the existence of a p-adic measure with given special values ( [5] ). We shall use the following important fact to prove the existence of these measures. PROPOSITION 7 ([5] , [7] To formulate the theorem we need the definition of p-ordinary form.
The abstract Kummer congruences.
A cusp form f(r)=^a(n)e{nr)^Sk, n>l normalized by the condition a(l) = 1 which is an eigenform of Hecke algebra is called p-ordinary if |a(p)|p = 1.
We denote the subspace of the p-ordinary forms of weight k by S°k C S,.
For a prime number q we denote by a = a(q) and f3 = /3{q) the roots of the Hecke polynomial X 2 -a(q)X + q^1. We define by multiplicativity the numbers a(n) and /3(n) for every natural number n. Here r is the conductor of\, G(^) is the Gauss sum, associated with \.
Proof. -One can assume that \ is primitive. Using the notation
A(A;,M,t)-2 TT z r(2^+t+l)r(M+l/2)' The idea is to apply some operators to both sides of (13) to get some "good" j?-adic properties in the right-hand side of the obtained identity keeping under control what happens in the left-hand side. We denote by V and U the operators
It is known [3] that for a natural number s there exists a limit £,=lim[7(p)<
We apply the operator £s o V(r 2 ) to both sides of (13). To calculate the limit in the left-hand side we consider the modular forms on ro(p 2 )
/,,o(T)=/(T)-a,/(pr), /j,i(r)=/(r)-/3,/(pT).
We denote
It is clear that one of the numbers Aj^Bj is zero because o.jf3j = p k~l . For a p-ordinary form fj one of them is non-zero. Without loss of generality one can assume that Aj -^ 0 (i.e. \0ij\p = 1). After noticing that fj = ---'/rfj^1 ~^ ~Q---/7>°» j-ftj f3j-0ij we can write and apply the following assertion. It remains to consider the case when \ is trivial. This case is slightly different from previous, but the calculations contain no essentially new ideas. One must apply additionally the operator (1 -p M~^k~2 V(p 2 ))(lpk-2y^p2^ ^ keep the "good" form of the formulas. Now we notice that in the right-hand side of the obtained equation there are Fourier coefficients of modular forms of weight k on ro(p 2 ). They can be expressed as follows:
(16) E^^)^ / X^^D). 
